IBIZAN HOUND CLUB OF THE UNITED STATES
Sep 17, 2016
Gray Summit, MO
Entry: 26

IBIZAN HOUND Judges: Claudia Miller, Charles Roberts

Open Flight A(12)
1. Ensign, Can DC IcyCold Thirrdmate, Dr.K.Catt-Marshall/S.Marshall +R40
2. Cap, Redfaire's First Avenger, B.Reding/A.Mirestes/E.Reding 30
4. Zeeba, Alisian Fields Bold Snow Zeeba, SC, A.Barbour 10

N. Niko, Ch Karmars Final Trick, RN,CGC,SC, E.Seward/K.Belz DVM

Field Champion Flight A(9)
1. Jesse, DC Fusion's Jessica Rabbit, FCh,SC, K.Radke B40
2. Levi, Harehills Counter Intelligence, FCh,SC, P.Wilson/W.Anderson 27
3. Hurry, Can Ch IcyCold Every Second Counts, FCh, Dr K.Catt/S.Marshall 18

N. MeMe, CKC/AKC DC Icy Cold Take A Second Look At Me, FCh,Can FCh, Dr K.Catt/S.Marshall

Veteran Flight A(4)
1. Roxy, DC HareHill's Slots-A-Fun, LCM,VFCh,MC,LCX, W.& K.Anderson R16
2. Jerri, DC Aliki's Notanuff Cinnamon Bobka, FCh,SC, C.Shaw/E.Shaw/A.Mirestes 12
3. Bambi, DC Harehill's Stacked Deck At Highland, FCh,VFCh,SC, C.& D.Durdel/W.Anderson 8
4. Eri, GCh,DC Aliki's By Any Other Name Enised, MC, E.Reding/A.Mirestes/B.Reding 4

SINGLES Judges: Claudia Miller, Charles Roberts

Single Flight A(1)
1. Dobby, Daval-Wynd Doublemint, H.Clevenstine-Lindsay 4